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Kinases are a ubiquitous group of enzymes that catalyze the phosphoryl
transfer reaction from a phosphate donor (usually ATP) to a receptor substrate. Although all kinases catalyze essentially the same phosphoryl
transfer reaction, they display remarkable diversity in their substrate
specificity, structure, and the pathways in which they participate. In
order to learn the relationship between structural fold and functional
specificities in kinases, we have done a comprehensive survey of all available kinase sequences (. 17,000) and classified them into 30 distinct
families based on sequence similarities. Of these families, 19, covering
nearly 98% of all sequences, fall into seven general structural folds for
which three-dimensional structures are known. These fold groups include
some of the most widespread protein folds, such as Rossmann fold,
ferredoxin fold, ribonuclease H fold, and TIM b/a-barrel. On the basis of
this classification system, we examined the shared substrate binding and
catalytic mechanisms as well as variations of these mechanisms in the
same fold groups. Cases of convergent evolution of identical kinase
activities occurring in different folds are discussed.
q 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved
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Introduction
Kinases are a ubiquitous group of enzymes that
participate in a variety of cellular pathways. By
definition, the common name kinase is applied to
enzymes that catalyze the transfer of the terminal
phosphate group from ATP to an acceptor, which
can be a small molecule, lipid, or protein substrate.
The cellular and physiological roles of kinases are
diverse. Many kinases participate in signal transduction pathways, in which these enzymes are
essential components. Other kinases are involved
centrally in the metabolism of carbohydrates,
lipids, nucleotides, amino acid residues, vitamins,
and cofactors. Some kinases have roles in various
other processes, such as gene regulation, muscle
contraction, and antibiotic resistance. Because of
their universal roles in cellular processes, kinases
are among the best studied enzymes at the structural, biochemical, and cellular level. Despite the
fact that all kinases catalyze essentially the same
phosphoryl transfer reaction, they display remarkAbbreviations used: TRP, transient receptor potential;
PEPCK, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase; P-loop,
phosphate binding loop; HPPK, 7,8-dihydro-6hydroxymethylpterin-pyrophosphokinase.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
grishin@chop.swmed.edu

able diversity in their structures, substrate specificity, and in the number of pathways in which
they participate.
In order to investigate the relationship between
structural fold and functional specificities in
kinases, we carried out a comprehensive analysis
of available kinase structures and sequences. We
have classified all available kinase sequences into
structure/sequence families with evolutionary
implications. We predicted a number of hypothetical proteins in the database that may possess
kinase activity. Furthermore, we performed a
large-scale structural prediction for kinases with
unknown structures. Such classification of protein
families can be quite helpful in understanding
relationships between protein sequence, structure,
and function. Functional information about
proteins is often inferred following the identification of homologs based on the observation that
evolutionary relatives commonly have similar or
related functions. Possible biochemical roles for an
uncharacterized protein are suggested by the function of its homologs. This information can then be
utilized to aid the experimental determination of a
protein’s role at the biochemical and cellular level.
Evolutionary relatives are often identified by
sequence analysis. However, even sequence
similarity searches with powerful profile-based
tools such as PSI-BLAST1 and HMMER2 tend to
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Table 1. Classification of kinase activities by family and group
Representative
PDB or gi

Group

Family and PFAM/COG members

EC no. and kinase activities

Group 1: protein S/T-Y kinase/lipid
kinase/atypical protein kinase/
SAICAR synthase/ATP-grasp,
9799 sequences

Protein S/T-Y kinase/lipid kinase/
atypical protein kinase: COG0478,
COG2112, PF00069, PF00454, PF01163,
PF01633, 9600 sequences

2.7.1.32 Choline kinase
2.7.1.37 Protein kinase
2.7.1.38 Phosphorylase kinase
2.7.1.39 Homoserine kinase
2.7.1.67 1-Phosphatidylinositol
4-kinase
2.7.1.70 Protamine kinase
2.7.1.72 Streptomycin 6-kinase
2.7.1.82 Ethanolamine kinase
2.7.1.87 Streptomycin 300 -kinase
2.7.1.95 Kanamycin kinase
2.7.1.100 5-Methylthioribose
kinase
2.7.1.103 Viomycin kinase
2.7.1.112 Protein-tyrosine kinase
2.7.1.116 [Isocitrate dehydrogenase (NADPþ)] kinase
2.7.1.117 [Myosin light-chain]
kinase
2.7.1.119 Hygromycin-B kinase
2.7.1.123 Calcium/calmodulindependent protein kinase
2.7.1.125 Rhodopsin kinase
2.7.1.126 [Beta-adrenergicreceptor] kinase
2.7.1.129 [Myosin heavy chain]
kinase
2.7.1.135 [Tau protein] kinase
2.7.1.137 1-Phosphatidylinositol
3-kinase
2.7.1.141 [RNA-polymerase]-subunit kinase

PDB: 1cdk

SAICAR synthase: PF01504,
82 sequences

2.7.1.68 1-Phosphatidylinositol4-phosphate kinase

PDB: 1bo1

ATP-grasp: PF01326, 117 sequences

2.7.1.133 1D-Myo-inositoltrisphosphate 6-kinase
2.7.1.139 1D-Myo-inositoltrisphosphate 5-kinase
2.7.9.1 Pyruvate, phosphate
dikinase
2.7.9.2 Pyruvate, water dikinase

PDB: 1dik

P-loop kinases: COG0645, COG1618,
COG1663, COG1936, COG2019,
PF00265, PF00406, PF00485, PF00625,
PF00693, PF01121, PF01202, PF01583,
PF01591, PF01712, PF02223, PF02224,
PF02283, 1756 sequences

2.7.1.12 Gluconokinase
2.7.1.19 Phosphoribulokinase
2.7.1.21 Thymidine kinase
2.7.1.22 Ribosylnicotinamide
kinase
2.7.1.24 Dephospho-CoA kinase
2.7.1.25 Adenylylsulfate kinase
2.7.1.33 Pantothenate kinase
2.7.1.37 Protein kinase (bacterial)
2.7.1.48 Uridine kinase
2.7.1.71 Shikimate kinase
2.7.1.74 Deoxycytidine kinase
2.7.1.76 Deoxyadenosine kinase
2.7.1.78 Polynucleotide
50 -hydroxyl-kinase
2.7.1.105 6-Phosphofructo-2kinase
2.7.1.113 Deoxyguanosine
kinase
2.7.1.130 Tetraacyldisaccharide
40 -kinase
2.7.4.2 Phosphomevalonate
kinase
2.7.4.3 Adenylate kinase
2.7.4.4 Nucleoside-phosphate
kinase
2.7.4.8 Guanylate kinase

PDB: 1qf9

Group 2: Rossmann-like,
3777 sequences

(continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Group

Family and PFAM/COG members

EC no. and kinase activities

Representative
PDB or gi

2.7.4.9 Thymidylate kinase
2.7.4.10 Nucleoside-triphosphate-adenylate kinase
2.7.4.13 (Deoxy)nucleosidephosphate kinase
2.7.4.14 Cytidylate kinase
2.7.4.- Uridylate kinase
Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase:
COG1493, PF01293, PF00821, 212
sequences

2.7.1.37 Protein kinase (HPr
kinase/phosphatase)
4.1.1.32 Phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase (GTP)
4.1.1.49 Phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxykinase (ATP)

PDB: 1aq2

Phosphoglycerate kinase: PF00162,
271 sequences

2.7.2.3 Phosphoglycerate kinase
2.7.2.10 Phosphoglycerate kinase
(GTP)

PDB: 13pk

Aspartokinase: PF00696, 420 sequences

2.7.2.2 Carbamate kinase
2.7.2.4 Aspartate kinase
2.7.2.8 Acetylglutamate kinase
2.7.2.11 Glutamate 5-kinase
2.7.4.- Uridylate kinase

PDB: 1b7b

Phosphofructokinase-like: PF00365,
PF00781, PF01219, PF01513,
451 sequences

2.7.1.11 6-phosphofructokinase
2.7.1.23 NAD(þ) kinase
2.7.1.56 1-Phosphofructokinase
2.7.1.90 Diphosphate-fructose-6phosphate 1-phosphotransferase
2.7.1.107 Diacylglycerol kinase

PDB: 4pfk

Ribokinase-like: PF00294, PF01256,
PF02110, 517 sequences

2.7.1.2 Glucokinase
2.7.1.3 Ketohexokinase
2.7.1.4 Fructokinase
2.7.1.11 6-Phosphofructokinase
2.7.1.15 Ribokinase
2.7.1.20 Adenosine kinase
2.7.1.35 Pyridoxal kinase
2.7.1.45 2-Dehydro-3-deoxygluconokinase
2.7.1.49 Hydroxymethylpyrimidine kinase
2.7.1.50 Hydroxyethylthiazole
kinase
2.7.1.56 1-Phosphofructokinase
2.7.1.73 Inosine kinase
2.7.1.144 Tagatose-6-phosphate
kinase
2.7.1.146 ADP-dependent
phosphofructokinase
2.7.1.147 ADP-dependent
glucokinase
2.7.4.7 Phosphomethylpyrimidine kinase

PDB: 1rkd

L -2-Haloacid

Group 3: ferredoxin-like fold
kinases, 1798 sequences

dehalogenase, 2 sequences

2.7.1.39 Homoserine kinase

PDB: 1j97

Thiamin pyrophosphokinase, 148
sequences

2.7.6.2 Thiamin pyrophosphokinase

PDB: 1ig0

Nucleoside-diphosphate kinase:
PF00334, 200 sequences

2.7.4.6 Nucleoside-diphosphate
kinase

PDB: 2bef

HPPK: PF01288, 70 sequences

2.7.6.3 2-Amino-4-hydroxy-6hydroxymethyldihydropteridine
pyrophosphokinase

PDB: 1eqo

Guanido kinases: PF00217,
151 sequences

2.7.3.1 Guanidoacetate kinase
2.7.3.2 Creatine kinase
2.7.3.3 Arginine kinase
2.7.3.5 Lombricine kinase

PDB: 1bg0

Histidine kinase: PF00512, COG2172,
1377 sequences

2.7.1.37 Protein kinase (histidine
kinase)

PDB: 1i59
(continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Group

Family and PFAM/COG members

EC no. and kinase activities

Representative
PDB or gi

2.7.1.99 [Pyruvate dehydrogenase(lipoamide)] kinase
2.7.1.115 [3-Methyl-2-oxobutanoate dehydrogenase (lipoamide)]
kinase
Group 4: ribonuclease H-like,
723 sequences

COG0837, PF00349, PF00370, PF00871

2.7.1.1 Hexokinase
2.7.1.2 Glucokinase
2.7.1.4 Fructokinase
2.7.1.5 Rhamnulokinase
2.7.1.12 Gluconokinase
2.7.1.16 l-Ribulokinase
2.7.1.17 Xylulokinase
2.7.1.27 Erythritol kinase
2.7.1.30 Glycerol kinase
2.7.1.47 D -Ribulokinase
2.7.1.51 L -Fuculokinase
2.7.1.53 L -Xylulokinase
2.7.1.55 Allose kinase
2.7.1.58 2-Dehydro-3-deoxygalactonokinase
2.7.1.59 N-Acetylglucosamine
kinase
2.7.1.60 N-Acylmannosamine
kinase
2.7.1.63 Polyphosphate-glucose
phosphotransferase
2.7.1.85 Beta-glucoside kinase
2.7.2.1 Acetate kinase
2.7.2.7 Butyrate kinase
2.7.2.14 Branched-chain-fattyacid kinase

PDB: 1dgk

Group 5: TIM beta/alpha-barrel
kinase, 231 sequences

PF00224

2.7.1.40 Pyruvate kinase

PDB: 1a49

Group 6: GHMP kinase, 382
sequences

COG1685, COG1907, PF00288, PF01971

2.7.1.6 Galactokinase

PDB: 1h72

2.7.1.36 Mevalonate kinase
2.7.1.39 Homoserine kinase
2.7.1.71 Shikimate kinase
2.7.4.2 Phosphomevalonate
kinase
2.7.1.148 4-(Cytidine 50 -diphospho)-2-C-methyl-D erythritol kinase
Group 7: AIR synthetase-like, 251
sequences

PF00586

2.7.4.16 Thiamine-phosphate
kinase
2.7.9.3 Selenide, water dikinase

PDB: 1cli

Group 8: integral membrane
kinases, 63 sequences

Dolichol kinase: PF01879, 24 sequences

2.7.1.108 Dolichol kinase

Undecaprenol kinase, 39 sequences

2.7.1.66 Undecaprenol kinase

gil6323655
[349..513]
gil1705428

Group 9: polyphosphate kinase,
63 sequences

PF02503

2.7.4.1 Polyphosphate kinase

gil7465499
[48..730]

Group 10: riboflavin kinase,
69 sequences

PF01687

2.7.1.26 Riboflavin kinase

gil6320442

2.7.1.127 1D-Myo-inositoltrisphosphate 3-kinase

gil10176869

Group 11: inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 3-kinase, 57 sequences
Group 12: inositol 1,3,4,5,6-pentakisphosphate 2-kinase, 2 sequences

gil6320521
(continued)
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Table 1 Continued
EC no. and kinase activities

Representative
PDB or gi

Group 13: tagatose 6-phosphate
kinase, 8 sequences

2.7.1.101 Tagatose kinase

gil1168382

Group 14: pantothenate kinase,
6 sequences

2.7.1.33 Pantothenate kinase

gil4191500

Group 15: glycerate kinase,
20 sequences

2.7.1.31 Glycerate kinase

gil2495546

2.7.1.31 Glycerate kinase

gil1907334

2.7.1.29 Glycerone kinase

gil7387627

Group

Group 16: putative glycerate kinase,
18 sequences

Family and PFAM/COG members

COG2379

Group 17: dihydroxyacetone kinase,
43 sequences
The EC (Enzyme Commission) activities shown in bold have solved structures.

miss more distant homologs. In some cases,
comparative analysis of protein structural folds
allows for the inference of biochemical and biological functional properties. Structure analysis
methods are able to detect evolutionary relationships that sequence similarity searches miss,
because protein structure conservation persists
after sequence similarity disappears. However,
similarity of fold alone does not necessarily indicate a common ancestor. Furthermore, structural
information is much less readily available than
sequence information. Thus, the most effective
route to the identification of homologs and the
prediction of protein function is provided by the
integration of sequence and structure data.
Currently, several protein classification schemes
such as SCOP,3 CATH,4 and Pfam5 have been
developed for the purpose of cataloging all protein
sequences and structures. Here, we present the
classification of a single group of proteins that
catalyze a phosphoryl transfer reaction, and we
subsequently examine the relationships between
the fold and biochemistry within this group. The
availability of thousands of kinase sequences and
hundreds of kinase structures coupled with a
wealth of biochemical data make kinases an ideal
group of enzymes for such structural/functional
classification and analysis. We have analyzed over
17,000 kinase sequences and found that , 98% of
them fall into seven general fold groups with
known structures. We describe the common structural features of each group and the families
therein, emphasizing the shared catalysis and substrate-binding mechanisms as well as variations
within the same fold groups. In particular, we try
to address the questions of how different kinase
structural folds accomplish the same required
steps in the common phosphoryl transfer reaction
and, in some cases, even recognize exactly the
same substrate, and conversely, how kinases of the

same fold recognize substrates of very different
structures.

Results
Our kinase classification is summarized in Table
1. For each group and family therein, the Pfam/
COG members are listed as well as the kinase
activities and a corresponding representative PDB
or gi accession number. The total number of
sequences in each family and group is specified as
well. The EC (Enzyme Commission) activities
shown in bold have solved structures. It should be
noted that the activity lists are not exhaustive, as
they include only kinase activities with designated
EC numbers. Of the 184 enzymes listed in the EC
system over our chosen range (EC2.7.1.- through
EC2.7.4.-), 112 activities were placed in our kinase
families. Sequences for 70 of the remaining kinase
activities from our chosen EC range have not been
identified and thus could not be included in our
analysis. The two remaining kinase activities were
excluded intentionally (see Methods).
Overall, 17,310 sequences were analyzed and
classified into 30 families. Sequences in each family
are supported by statistically significant sequence
similarities, indicating that they are homologs.
Some of these families unify several Pfam/COG
members. In the case of the P-loop kinase family,
18 Pfam/COG members are found to contain
statistically significant links and therefore belong
to the same protein family. There are nine families,
each containing between two and 148 sequences,
which are not present in Pfam or COG (Table 1).
These kinase families are assembled into fold
groups on the basis of similarity of structural fold.
Within a fold group, the core of the nucleotidebinding domain of each family has the same architecture, and the topology is either identical or

Figure 1 (Legend opposite)
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related by circular permutation. Homology
between families in a fold group is not implied.
The structural features of the nucleotide-binding
domain of each group are described in the fold
group descriptions below.
Most kinase sequences (, 98%) belong to
families with known structures and could be
placed in one of the seven known fold groups.
The seven fold groups that describe kinase
structures are all either of the a þ b or the a/b
class in SCOP,3 with approximately half of the
families in these seven groups belonging to each
of these two classes. Because the complete
genomes of many model organisms have been
sequenced, we believe that the sequences for
most, if not all genes encoding the remaining 70
kinase activities are already known, but remain to
be annotated or experimentally characterized. It is
likely that most of these kinases would fall into
one of the existing families or fold groups of the
current classification scheme.

Fold group descriptions
Group 1: S/T-Y protein kinase-like/SAICAR
synthase/ATP-grasp/atypical protein kinase
Group 1 is composed of three families: the
protein
serine/threonine-tyrosine
kinase-like
family (referred to here as the protein kinase
family), the SAICAR synthase family, and the
ATP-grasp family. An evolutionary link between
these three families based on structural similarity
has been described.6 In each of the group 1
families, the active site of the enzyme is located in
the cleft between two a þ b domains (Figure 1(a)).
The protein kinase-like family members and SAICAR synthase family members, such as PIPK,
have very similar N-terminal domains, but their
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C-terminal domains are different, except for a
region containing a three-stranded anti-parallel
b-sheet and associated a-helices, which includes
the abb unit that is essential for nucleotide
binding.6 The SAICAR synthase and ATP-grasp
proteins, on the other hand, share very similar
C-terminal domains but have different N-terminal
domains. All three families bind ATP along the
b-sheet of the abb unit core of the C-terminal
domain.6
Family 1a: protein serine/threonine-tyrosine kinaselike. The protein kinase family has six Pfam/COG
members. The majority of the 9600 sequences in
this family are eukaryotic protein S/T-Y kinases.
However, protein kinase homologs in bacterial
and archaeal species have been identified.7 Links
between the six Pfam/COGs are trivial. Two
families have a trivial link if at least one sequence
in one family produces a significant hit to at least
one sequence in the other family within three
iterations of PSI-BLAST1 (E-value cutoff 0.001). In
this family, several sequences in each of the
Pfam/COGs give significant PSI-BLAST1 hits to
multiple sequences in PF00069 (protein kinase
domain), which is the largest of the six Pfam/
COG members in this family. In addition, there
are several kinases with different specificities that
can be linked to the protein kinase family but are
not assigned by automatic methods. These
sequences can be identified by the presence of
conserved active-site residues, which are well
described for the protein kinase family,8,9 and by
the predicted secondary structure patterns (Figure
1(b)). These proteins include hygromycin-B
kinase, streptomycin 300 -kinase, fructosamine 3kinase,
isocitrate
dehydrogenase
kinase/
phosphatase,10 kanamycin kinase, viomycin
kinase, actin-fragmin kinase, homoserine kinase
from several proteobacterial species, the kinase

Figure 1. The PK family and the ATP-grasp family. (a) The protein kinase fold (cAMP-dependent protein kinase,
PDB: 1cdk).89 Residue 1 (Lys72) interacts with the a and b-phosphate groups of ATP. Residue 2 (Asp166) is believed
to have a role in catalysis. Residues 3 and 4 (Asn171 and Asp184, respectively) each coordinate a magnesium cation.
The glycine-rich loop is shown in magenta. In this and all other Figures, the ATP analog is orange, the phosphateaccepting substrate is purple, magnesium cations are green balls, manganese cations are light-blue balls, and potassium cations are orange balls. (b) Addition of distant members to the protein kinase family. The first three sequences
are members of the PK family with known structures: cell division protein kinase 2 (cdk2), cAMP-dependent protein
kinase (capk), tyrosine-protein kinase CSK (csk). I– IX are representative sequences of kinase groupings that were not
assigned by automatic methods to any of the kinase profiles according to the criteria used for analysis, but are in fact
evolutionarily related to the PK family: hygromycin-B kinase (I), streptomycin 300 -kinase (II), fructosamine 3-kinase
(III), isocitrate dehydrogenase kinase/phosphatase (IV), kanamycin kinase (V), viomycin kinase (VI), actin-fragmin
kinase (VII), homoserine kinase (VIII), the kinase domain of ChaK (IX), eukaryotic elongation factor-2 kinase (X), and
myosin heavy chain kinase (XI). (c) Addition of distant members to the ATP-grasp family. I, representative sequences
of the ATP-grasp fold (large subunit of carbamoyl-phosphate synthase); II, representative sequences of inositol 1,3,4trisphosphate 5/6 kinase. In these and later alignments, conserved residues known to be involved in catalysis or substrate binding are highlighted in black and are shown in bold white letters. Other highly conserved residues are highlighted in gray. Uncharged residues in mainly hydrophobic sites are highlighted in yellow. The numbers to the far
right after each sequence indicate the total length (in amino acid residues) of the sequence. Numbers in brackets
specify the number of residues in an insert that are not shown. Secondary structure predictions by Jpred70 are above
each alignment, with E signifying b-strand residues and H signifying a-helix residues.

Figure 2 (Legend opposite)
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domain of ChaK (a transient receptor potential
(TRP) channel), eukaryotic elongation factor-2
kinase, and myosin heavy chain kinase. Solved
structures for kanamycin kinase,11 actin-fragmin
kinase,12 and the kinase domain of ChaK13 have
confirmed that these three kinases are indeed
structurally similar to protein kinases. Multiple
alignment of inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 3-kinase
(group 11) sequences indicates that these
sequences may belong to the protein kinase-like
family, although such a prediction cannot be
made with confidence.
The kinase domain of ChaK, eukaryotic
elongation factor-2 kinase, and myosin heavy
chain kinase are also known as a-kinases or
atypical kinases. These kinases do not have significant sequence similarity to classical protein
kinases;14 thus, the structural similarity between
the a-kinases and classical protein kinases was
unexpected.
Protein kinases are among the most thoroughly
studied protein families. This family has several
highly conserved active-site residues. A conserved
lysine residue from the N-terminal domain interacts with the a and b-phosphate groups of ATP.
The aspartate residue and the asparagine residue
in a highly conserved DXXXXN motif play a role
in catalysis and in coordinating a secondary magnesium divalent cation, respectively. The primary
Mg2þ is coordinated by the conserved aspartate
residue of the DFG motif (Figure 1(b)). Protein
kinases also have a glycine-rich loop (GXGXXGXV)
that interacts with the phosphate groups of the
ATP.
The mechanism of protein kinases was historically thought to be acid – base catalysis. However,
recent studies have questioned this hypothesis
and led to the proposal that phosphoryl transfer is
accomplished by the simultaneous transfer of a
proton from the substrate hydroxyl group to an
oxygen atom of the g-phosphate group.15 The conserved aspartate residue (of the DXXXXN motif)
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that was once thought to act as the base catalyst is
now suggested to have a role in stabilization of
the protonated form of the transferred phosphate.
Family 1b: SAICAR synthase (as defined in
SCOP3). The only kinase member of this family is
type IIb phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase
(PIPK). Since the N-terminal domains of PIPK
and protein kinases are very similar, the glycinerich phosphate-binding loop and the conserved
lysine residue located at the N-terminal domain
are preserved in both structures. Additionally,
PIPK has two conserved aspartate residues,
Asp278 and Asp369, which can be aligned with
the catalytic aspartate residue of the DXXXXN
motif, and the Mg2þ-coordinating aspartate
residue of the DFG motif in protein kinases,
respectively.6,16 The roles of these residues are
likely to be the same as those of their protein
kinase counterparts.
Family 1c: ATP-grasp. The ATP-grasp fold
describes several different ATP-hydrolyzing
enzymes.17 However, there is only one kinase
Pfam member of this family (PF01326: pyruvate
phosphate
dikinase,
PEP/pyruvate-binding
domain). In this family, ATP is held between two
anti-parallel b-sheets. Hence, the term ATP-grasp
is used to describe this fold in SCOP.3 The mechanism of the phosphotransfer reaction in pyruvate
phosphate dikinase involves the reversible phosphorylation of a histidine residue.18,19 In this
enzyme, the binding sites of the nucleotide and
the pyruvate are in distant locations on the
protein, and the shuttling of the phosphorylated
histidine residue between the two active sites is
accomplished by a dramatic swivel of the
phospho-histidine domain.20 Inspection of the
multiple alignment of inositol 1,3,4-trisphosphate
5/6-kinase sequences has indicated that this
kinase also belongs to the ATP-grasp family.
Figure 1(c) shows a sequence alignment of the

Figure 2. The P-loop kinase family and the PEPCK family. (a) UMP/CMP kinase (PDB: 1qf9)90 of the P-loop kinase
family. Residues 1 and 2 are the conserved Lys19 of the Walker A motif and the conserved Asp89 of the Walker B
motif, respectively. Lys19 coordinates the b and g phosphate groups of ATP, while Asp89 coordinates the magnesium
cation. The P-loop is shown in magenta. (b) The alignment of representative sequences of each of the two Pfam/COG
members with non-trivial links to the P-loop kinase family. Phosphomevalonate kinase sequences (PMK) containing
the Walker A and Walker B motifs are shown. (c) Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PDB: 1aq2)30 of the PEPCK
family. Residues 1 and 2 are Lys254 and Thr255 of the Walker A motif, respectively. Residues 3 and 4 are the pair of
conserved Asp residues (Asp268 and Asp269) in the PEPCK Walker B motif. Lys254 coordinates the b and g phosphate
groups of ATP, while Thr255, Asp268, and Asp269 coordinate the magnesium cation. The anti-parallel b-strand is
shown in red (see the text), and the P-loop is shown in magenta. Most of the N-terminal domain and some elements
of the C-terminal domain were removed for clarity. (d) HPr kinase/phosphatase (PDB: 1jb1)29 of the PEPCK family.
Residue 1 is Lys161 of the Walker A motif and is involved in coordination of the b and g phosphate groups of ATP.
Residues 2 and 3 are the pair of conserved Asp residues (Asp178 and Asp179) in the Walker B motif. Asp178 and
Asp179 coordinate the magnesium cation. The anti-parallel b-strand is shown in red (see the text), and the P-loop is
shown in magenta. Only the core of the C-terminal domain is shown. (e) The alignment of three Pfam members of
the PEPCK family: PF01293 (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase-ATP), PF00821 (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase-GTP), and COG1493 (HPr kinase/phosphatase). The conserved histidine and arginine residues are believed to
be involved in substrate binding and are catalytically important in PEPCK.28 In these alignments, blue and green letters
signify the Walker A and the Walker B motifs, respectively.

Figure 3 (Legend opposite)
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large subunit of Escherichia coli, human, and yeast
carbomoyl-phosphate synthases (a representative
of the ATP-grasp fold) with inositol 1,3,4-trisphosphate 5/6-kinases.
Group 2: Rossmann-like
The second kinase fold group contains eight
Rossmann-like families. The common structural
feature of these families is that the architecture of
their nucleotide-binding domain core is three
layers (a/b/a) composed of ba repeats, with the
central b-sheet mostly parallel. There is always a
change in direction of strand order in the middle
of the sheet,21 resulting in the most common strand
order of 321456, although modifications of this topology are frequent. The total number of strands
and the strand order of the b-sheet may differ
between the families in this group. There is a wide
range of insertions or additional domains that are
associated mostly with phosphoryl-acceptor substrate binding, accounting for the extremely
diverse substrate specificities in this group of
kinases. In addition to sharing a common fold of
the nucleotide-binding domain, the families in the
Rossmann-like group have similar nucleotidebinding patterns. In each family, the nucleotide
binds at the C-terminal end of the b-sheet of the
core, with the phosphate tail always located at the
N-terminal end of one or more a-helices (Figures
2 and 3). More thorough descriptions of nucleotide-binding specifics for the families within this
group are provided below.
Family 2a: P-loop kinases. The largest family in
group 2 is the P-loop-containing kinases, which
unifies 18 Pfam/COG members. Of these Pfam/
COG members, 16 have trivial PSI-BLAST1 links.
Alignments identifying the Walker A and Walker
B motifs for the remaining two members are
shown in Figure 2(b). Additionally, a small
number of phosphomevalonate kinase sequences
from animals can be assigned to this family.22
Alignments identifying the conserved diagnostic
motifs for these phosphomevalonate kinase
sequences are shown in Figure 2(b).
The P-loop kinases contain one three-layered
(a/b/a) domain. For the majority of the members
of this family, the central parallel b-sheet is fivestranded with strand order 23145. Nucleotide
binding in this family is distinguished by the presence of the conserved Walker A (GXXXXGKT/S)
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and Walker B (ZZZZD, where Z is any hydrophobic residue) motifs.23 The Walker A motif
forms a phosphate-binding loop (P-loop) and is
found in a variety of different proteins that bind
nucleotides.24 In this family of kinases, the P-loop
is located at the end of the first b-strand and
includes the first half-turn of the following
a-helix. The conserved lysine residue of the Walker
A motif binds to and orients oxygen atoms of the b
and g-phosphate groups of ATP. The essential
magnesium cation is coordinated directly by the
hydroxyl group of the conserved threonine/serine
of the Walker A motif and indirectly by the conserved aspartate residue of the Walker B motif.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the Walker A and Walker B
motifs, and metal-coordinating residues in UMP/
CMP kinase.
The Walker A and Walker B motifs are common
in nucleotide-binding proteins. In SCOP,3 the
P-loop-containing nucleotide triphosphate hydrolases fold currently contains 82 proteins in 15
families. Of these proteins, 13 are kinases; thus,
, 84% of P-loop-containing proteins with known
structures are not kinases. The non-kinase, P-loopcontaining proteins are mostly NTPases, which are
likely to have come before the kinases, since they
catalyze simpler reactions and are involved in
more fundamental biological processes.
A variety of catalytic mechanisms are utilized by
the kinases in this family. For example, an isorandom Bi – Bi mechanism has been suggested for
adenylate kinase.25 A mechanism involving the
synchronous shift of a proton to the transferred
phosphate group (similar to that proposed for
protein kinases) has been suggested for the
UMP/CMP-kinase reaction.26 If correct, such a
mechanism could apply to the other nucleotidephosphorylating kinases in this family. However,
the phosphorylation of some metabolites appears
to require a base catalyst.27 This would apply to
certain members of the P-loop kinase family
including, for example, phosphoribulokinase and
shikimate kinase.
Family 2b: phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase.
The phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK)
family consists of three Pfam/COG members:
PF01293 (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinaseATP), PF00821 (phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase-GTP), and COG1493 (HPr kinase/phosphatase). Members of this family are distinguished
by their shared nucleotide-binding region,

Figure 3. (a) Phosphofructokinase (PDB: 4pfk).91 (b) The two Pfam members containing diacylglycerol kinase in the
phosphofructokinase-like family. Representative diacylglycerol kinase sequences from PF00781 (diacylglycerol kinase
catalytic domain, presumed) and PF01219 (prokaryotic diacylglycerol kinase) are shown. (c) Ribokinase (PDB:
1rkd).37 (d) Addition of distant members of the ribokinase-like family. I, representative sequences of ribokinase-like
family: ribokinase (rk), fructokinase (fk), adenosine kinase (ak), gluconate kinase (gk); II, representative sequences of
archaeal phosphofructokinase/glucokinase: phosphofructokinase (pfk), glucokinase (glk), related hypothetical
proteins (hyp). The underlined residues are conserved motifs in the nucleotide-binding pocket (nb) and the substratebinding pocket (sub).92
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characterized by the topology of the b-sheet and
the placement of the Walker A motif and an atypical Walker B motif within the nucleotide-binding fold. Solved structures of representatives from
PF01293 and COG1493 illustrate this shared topology (Figure 2(c) and (d)). Although no structure
has yet been solved for a representative of
PF00821, members of this family contain the
characteristic Walker A and Walker B motifs.
Similar predicted secondary structure distributions and conserved potential catalytic residues
indicate that proteins from PF00821 and PF01293
share similar fold and active site architecture
(Figure 2(e)).
PEPCK contains two a/b domains. The nucleotide-binding fold is located in the C-terminal
domain and is composed of the six-stranded
mixed b-sheet and the surrounding a-helices.28
The PEPCK family proteins contain the typical
Walker A motif and a deviant Walker B motif
(Figure 2(e)). Figure 2(a) and (c) illustrate the phosphate-binding loops of a P-loop kinase and
PEPCK, respectively. Note the similar structures of
the Walker A motifs (in magenta) and the different
spatial locations of the Walker B aspartate residues
between the two proteins. The topology of the
nucleotide-binding fold of PEPCK differs from
that in P-loop kinases. The central b-sheet of the
PEPCK nucleotide-binding C-terminal domain is a
mixed six-stranded sheet with strand order
312456, and strands 1 and 5 are anti-parallel to the
rest of the sheet,28 whereas the central b-sheet of
P-loop kinases consists typically of five parallel
b-strands of strand order 21345. Furthermore,
while the b-strand preceding the Walker A motif
and the b-strand preceding the Walker B motif are
neighboring structural elements in space in P-loop
kinases, PEPCK has an anti-parallel b-strand that
lies between the two b-strands associated with the
Walker A and Walker B motifs. This strand is
colored red in Figure 2(c) and (d). Thus, whether
PEPCK is evolutionarily related to P-loop kinases
is still a subject of debate.
The structure of the C-terminal segment of the
other kinase in PEPCK family, HPr kinase/phosphatase (HPrK/P), has been solved.29 The fold of
this segment of HPrK/P is similar to the
C-terminal domain of PEPCK. In HPrK/P, the
b-sheet associated with nucleotide binding has at
least five strands (strand order 31245, with strand
1 anti-parallel to the rest of the sheet). A sixth
strand in this sheet seems likely, although its
presence is uncertain, due to poor electron density
in the crystal structure in this region.29 This
sixth strand would make the topology of this
b-sheet in HPrK/P identical with that of the
corresponding b-sheet in PEPCK. Additionally,
the placement of the Walker A and Walker B
motifs is similar in both HPrK/P and PEPCK
(Figure 2(e)). In both kinases, the Walker A motif
is located on a ba loop following b-strand 2. The
Walker B motif is found at the C-terminal end of
b-strand 3.
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Two divalent metal cations are present in the
active site of PEPCK (Figure 2(c)). The magnesium
cation is coordinated by the threonine hydroxyl
group of the Walker A motif and indirectly by the
conserved pair of aspartate residues in the Walker
B motif. The manganese cation is coordinated by
the side-chain nitrogen atoms of a histidine residue
and a lysine residue in addition to the second
aspartate residue of the Walker B motif. The magnesium cation interacts with oxygen atoms of the
b and g-phosphoryl groups of ATP while the
manganese cation associates with an oxygen atom
of the g-phosphoryl group and hypothetically
with the enolate oxygen atom of pyruvate
during catalysis.30 PEPCK is different from other
kinases, in that this enzyme catalyzes both the
decarboxylation and phosphorylation of its substrate, oxaloacetate, to form phosphoenolpyruvate.
However, the details of this mechanism are
unknown.
Family 2c: phosphoglycerate kinase. Phosphoglycerate kinase is composed of two a/b/a
domains. Both domains adopt a Rossmann-like
fold and each contains a six-stranded parallel
b-sheet. The N-terminal domain b-sheet has
strand order 342156, while the C-terminal domain
b-sheet has strand order 321456. The active site of
this enzyme is located in the cleft between these
two domains.31 In this enzyme, the C-terminal
domain binds ATP, while the N-terminal domain
binds the 3-phosphoglycerate substrate. The
nucleotide binds at the edge of the b-sheet in the
C-terminal domain and is roughly perpendicular
to the b-strands. There are no sequence or structural motifs resembling the Walker A or Walker B
motifs in phosphoglycerate kinase.
The primary factor contributing to catalysis in
phosphoglycerate kinase is transition state stabilization. In this enzyme, all three peripheral oxygen
atoms of the transferred phosphate group are
stabilized by interactions with protein residues or
the required divalent cation in the transition state.
However, only two of these oxygen atoms are
stabilized when the phosphate group is fully
bonded to either the phosphate donor (ATP) or
acceptor (phosphoglycerate substrate).32
Family 2d: aspartokinase. The only member of
this family with a solved structure is carbamate
kinase from Enterococcus faecalis33 and Pyrococcus
furiosus.34 Carbamate kinase and aspartokinase
(along with acetylglutamate kinase, glutamate
5-kinase, and uridylate kinase) belong to the same
Pfam profile (PF00696: amino acid kinase family).
Therefore, the structure of carbamate kinase can
serve as a prototype for other members of the
family. The nucleotide-binding domain in carbamate kinase is composed of three layers (a/b/a),
including
a
b-sheet
with
Rossmann-like
topology.33 The bound nucleotide is located at the
edge of the b-sheet strands and is approximately
perpendicular to the direction of the b-strands, as
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is shown in the complex structure of the carbamate kinase-like carbamoyl phosphate synthetase
from P. furiosus.34
Family 2e: phosphofructokinase-like. The phosphofructokinase-like family contains four Pfam
members. Links between three of these members
are trivial via PSI-BLAST.1 The link between
another Pfam member, PF01219 (prokaryotic
diacylglycerol kinase), to the phosphofructokinase-like family was established through
multiple sequence alignment analysis and secondary structure predictions (Figure 3(b)).
The fold of phosphofructokinase consists of
two a/b/a domains. The nucleotide-binding
N-terminal domain has a seven-stranded mixed
b-sheet of strand order 3214567, where strands 3
and 7 are anti-parallel to the rest of the sheet
(Figure 3(a)). The active site is located in the cleft
between the two domains.35 The ATP moiety,
which is positioned above the b-sheet of the
N-terminal domain and is approximately parallel
with the b-strands, sits between an a-helix and a
long loop segment (Figure 3(a)).
Family 2f: ribokinase-like. The ribokinase-like
family contains several carbohydrate kinases.
All three Pfam members in this family
have trivial PSI-BLAST1 links. An additional
grouping of archaeal phosphofructokinase/glucokinase sequences can be placed in the ribokinaselike family. An alignment for this assignment is
shown in Figure 3(d). The solved structure of
glucokinase from Thermococcus litoralis shows that
the structure of this archaeal ADP-dependent
kinase is indeed similar to that of the other
members of the ribokinase-like family.36
The core of the ribokinase-like fold is a threelayered domain (a/b/a) with a central eightstranded b-sheet. The strand order of this sheet is
21345678, with strand 7 anti-parallel to the rest of
the b-sheet. Ribokinase has an additional subdomain composed of a four-stranded b-sheet. In
addition to acting as a “substrate lid”, this b-sheet
forms the dimerization surface.37 In ribokinase, the
nucleotide-binding site is found along a shallow
groove in the core of the sole a/b/a domain.37
The ATP moiety lies at the edge of the b-sheet and
is roughly perpendicular to the adjacent b-strands
(Figure 3(c)).
Family 2g: L -2-haloacid dehalogenase (HAD-like).
The HAD-like family contains only two kinase
sequence members, which are the bifunctional
homoserine kinase/phosphoserine phosphatase
(ThrH) from Pseudomonas aeruginosa.38 PSI-BLAST1
establishes a link between these sequences and
phosphoserine phosphatase, which has the HADlike fold.39,40 The core of the HAD-like fold is a
six-stranded parallel b-sheet of strand order
321456 with an additional four-helix bundle
subdomain.41 The nucleotide-binding site in a
HAD-like enzyme is suggested to be located in

the cleft between the two domains of the fold;41
however, the details of the orientation of the ATP
moiety are unknown.
HAD-like family enzymes typically utilize a conserved aspartate residue for nucleophilic catalysis
in a reaction that includes a covalent intermediate
involving the phosphate group and the aspartate
residue.42,43 This mechanism could be used for the
kinase phosphotransfer reaction. Alignment of the
homoserine kinase isozyme with phosphoserine
phosphatase suggests that Asp7 (gi’ 4138297)
is the residue that is phosphorylated for the
formation of the covalent intermediate in the
homoserine kinase isozyme.
Family 2h: thiamin pyrophosphokinase. Thiamin
pyrophosphokinase (TPK) is a two-domain
protein. The ATP-binding C-terminal domain has
Rossmann-like topology and is composed of three
layers (a/b/a) with a central six-stranded parallel
b-sheet of strand order 432156, while the
N-terminal domain consists of a four-stranded
b-sheet and a six-stranded b-sheet that form a
flattened sandwich (“jelly-roll topology”).44 TPK is
a homodimer with the active site located in a cleft
at the interface of the component monomers.
Thus, active-site residues are contributed by the
N-terminal domain of one monomer and the
C-terminal domain of the opposing monomer.44
The precise orientation of the nucleotide in the
active site has not been determined.
Group 3: ferredoxin-like fold kinases
Group 3 is composed of kinases whose nucleotide-binding domain core resembles the ferredoxin-like fold. The four families in this group are
as follows: nucleoside-diphosphate (NDP) kinase,
7,8-dihydro-6-hydroxymethylpterin-pyrophosphokinase (HPPK), guanido kinases, and histidine
kinase. The ferredoxin fold (also known as the
a 2 b plait fold or the a þ b sandwich) is characterized by its babbab unit with the four-stranded
anti-parallel b-sheet having strand order 2314 and
two helices on one side of the sheet. One exception
is the histidine kinase family, in which the core of
the nucleotide-binding domain is related to the
ferredoxin-like topology by a circular permutation
(see below). An interesting feature of this group is
that the mode of nucleotide binding differs significantly between each of the families, in terms of
structural elements utilized in nucleotide –protein
interactions, and in the orientation and position of
the nucleotide relative to the ferredoxin-like core.
Figure 4 illustrates the orientation of the bound
nucleotide in NDP kinase, HPPK, arginine kinase,
and histidine kinase.
Family 3a: NDP kinase. In addition to the ferredoxin-like core of NDP kinase, this enzyme has
several other secondary structural elements,
including the Kpn loop, an a-helix hairpin, and a
C-terminal extension (Figure 4(a)). The Kpn loop
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Figure 4. Nucleotide binding in the ferredoxin-like group. (a) Nucleoside-diphosphate kinase (PDB: 2bef)93 of the
NDP kinase family. The Kpn loop is shown in magenta. (b) 6-Hydroxymethyl-7,8-dihydropterin pyrophosphokinase
(PDB: 1eqo)47 of the HPPK family. Residues 1 (Asp95) and 2 (Asp97) are involved in Mg2þ coordination. (c) Arginine
kinase (PDB: 1bg0)50 of the guanido kinase family. (d) Histidine kinase (PDB: 1i59)51 of the histidine kinase family.
Residue 1 (Asn409) is involved in the coordination of the magnesium cation. In these structures, the ferredoxin-like
core of the proteins is shown in yellow b-strands and blue a-helices. Any additional secondary structural elements
are shown in gray.

is a small, compact structural element containing
an interesting combination of helical structures: a
turn of 310 helix, a turn of polyproline II lefthanded helix, and a turn of standard a-helix.45
The Kpn loop and the a-helix hairpin constitute a
nucleotide-binding site that is unique to NDP
kinase (Figure 4(a)). In terms of the orientation
and position of this substrate, the nucleotide lies
at the edge of the b-sheet that defines the ferredoxin-like core, with the adenine base more distant from the sheet and the phosphate tail
extending towards the sheet.46
Catalysis in NDP kinase occurs by a ping-pong
mechanism in which the phosphoryl group is
transferred first from the nucleoside triphosphate
to the enzyme, involving the formation of a

covalent intermediate of the phosphate with a
histidine residue in the active site, followed by the
transfer of the phosphate group to the nucleoside
diphosphate substrate.
Family 3b: HPPK. In addition to the ferredoxinlike core of HPPK, this enzyme has a pair of
b-strands and a pair of a-helices at the C-terminal
end of the protein.47,48 In HPPK, ATP is bound in the
region between the a2–b4 connecting loop and a
short C-terminal b-strand that is not part of the ferredoxin-like core (Figure 4(b)). The ATP moiety lies
at the edge of the b-sheet of the ferredoxin-like core
and is curled such that the adenine base and ribose
sugar angle away from the b-sheet, while the triphosphate tail points towards the b-sheet. The
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adenine base and the ribose sugar residue lie in
the same plane as the b-sheet. However, the triphosphate tail reaches over the b-sheet on the
opposite side as the a-helices associated with the
ferredoxin-like core.47,48
HPPK utilizes two magnesium cations in its active
site, each of which is coordinated by two aspartate
residues. The mechanism of HPPK has not been
elucidated, but it is presumed to be a direct in-line
transfer of the pyrophosphate group. Suggestions
for the mechanism include roles for the two magnesium cations and acid–base catalysis with a water
molecule acting as the general base.47
Family 3c: guanido kinases. The fold of the
guanido kinase family consists of two domains.
The smaller N-terminal domain is composed
entirely of a-helices, and the nucleotide-binding
C-terminal domain is composed of an eightstranded b-sheet of strand order 23451687, which
is flanked by seven a-helices.49,50 The middle four
strands of the b-sheet and associated a-helices
have ferredoxin-like fold topology. Figure 4(c)
illustrates the ferredoxin-like topology within this
fold.
In arginine kinase, ATP binding is accomplished
by interactions with five arginine residues and a
magnesium cation. The ATP moiety lies in the
plane above the b-sheet, rather than at the edge of
the b-sheet, and is oriented approximately parallel
with the b-strands (Figure 4(c)). The nucleotide is
positioned above the center two strands of the
four-stranded section that resembles the ferredoxin-like fold. In this enzyme, the bound nucleotide and the a-helices that compose the
ferredoxin-like topology lie on opposite sides of
the b-sheet.50
Arginine kinase catalyzes an associative in-line
phosphotransfer reaction. The primary factor in
catalysis appears to be substrate alignment by positioning reaction components in close proximity and
promoting proper alignment of orbitals, although
acid– base catalysis, polarization, and transition
state stabilization may contribute to the reaction.50
Family 3d: histidine kinases. There are two Pfam/
COG members of this family. The link between
the members is trivial via PSI-BLAST.1 Histidine
kinases (HKs) catalyze a trans-autophosphorylation reaction in the two-component system of
signal transduction. The fold of the ATP-domain
(the catalytic domain) is an a/b sandwich composed of a five-stranded b-sheet and four
a-helices (Figure 4(d)).51,52 The core of this fold
has a tertiary structure similar to that of the ferredoxin fold. The HK fold has topology abbabb
with strand order 3421, which can be related to
the ferredoxin-like topology by a circular permutation consisting of cutting the loop between the
first and second b-strands and connecting the
natural termini.
There are two classes of HKs, which can be differentiated by their domain organization.53 EnvZ

is a member of class I in which the H-domain (the
domain that contains the histidine phosphorylation
site) directly precedes the ATP domain. CheA is a
member of class II in which the H domain and
ATP domain are separated by at least one other
domain. The ATP domains of HKs are structurally
similar to the ATP-binding domains of the GHL
family (DNA gyrase/Hsp90/MutL).51,52 There is
currently some debate as to whether both HK
classes or only class II bind ATP in the same conformation as the GHL family.51,52 In both classes,
there are four conserved motifs that contribute to
the nucleotide-binding pocket; namely, the N, G1,
F, and G2 boxes.54 The required magnesium cation
is coordinated by direct interactions with an asparagine residue and indirectly by a histidine residue
and an arginine residue.51
In HK, the ATP moiety lies above the b-sheet
that is part of the ferredoxin-like core (Figure
4(d)). The nucleotide is above two of the b-strands
and is found at the edge of the sheet rather than
the center of it. In HK, the adenine base is nearer
to the b-sheet than the triphosphate tail, which
angles away from the b-strands. The nucleotide
and the a-helices associated with the ferredoxinlike core are located on the same side of the
b-sheet.51
HK, as noted above, operates via the twocomponent system. Here, one HK monomer
phosphorylates a histidine residue in the other
monomer of the homodimer, which results in a
high-energy phosphoryl group. The regulatory
domain of the cognate response regulator (RR)
then catalyzes the reaction that transfers the phosphoryl group from the histidine residue to an
aspartate residue in the RR. The mechanism is
somewhat similar to that of NDP kinase, in that
both involve the formation of a high-energy phosphohistidine residue. However, NDP kinase
phosphorylates a histidine residue in its own active
site, while HK phosphorylates a histidine residue
in another HK monomer.
Group 4: ribonuclease H-like kinases
There are four Pfam/COG members in this
group. Three of these members have trivial links
via PSI-BLAST.1 The fourth member (PF00871: the
acetokinase family, which contains acetate kinase
and butyrate kinase) was predicted to be a member
of this family by Buss et al.55 The recently solved
structure of acetate kinase shows that this enzyme
does in fact adopt the ribonuclease H-like fold.56
Multiple alignment of 2-dehydro-3-deoxygalactonokinase sequences indicates that this kinase
activity belongs to the ribonuclease H-like group
(Figure 5(b)). The ribonuclease H-like group contains the ASKHA (acetate and sugar kinase/
hsc70/actin) superfamily, the structures of which
are characterized by duplicate domains of the ribonuclease H-like fold. The ribonuclease H-like fold
is composed of three layers (a/b/a) (Figure 5(a)).
The five-stranded mixed b-sheet has strand order

Figure 5. The ribonuclease H-like group. (a) Hexokinase (PDB: 1dgk).58 The loop regions of the conserved nucleotide-binding motifs (PHOSPHATE 1 (P1), PHOSPHATE 2
(P2), ADENOSINE (A)) are shown in magenta. Only the C-terminal domain is shown. (b) Alignment of 2-dehydro-3-deoxygalactonokinase (DDGK) sequences and glycerol
kinase (GlyK) sequences. The PHOSPHATE 1 and PHOSPHATE 2 motifs are indicated.
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Figure 6. (a) Metal cofactor coordination and nucleotide orientation in the TIM b/a-barrel kinase family (pyruvate
kinase, PDB: 1a49).63 Residues 1 (Asn74), 2 (Ser76), and 3 (Asp112) coordinate the potassium cation. Residues 4
(Glu271) and 5 (Asp295) coordinate one of the magnesium cations. The C-terminal subdomain was removed for clarity.
(b) Homoserine kinase (PDB: 1h72)67 of the GHMP kinase group. The novel P-loop is shown in magenta.

32145, with strand 2 anti-parallel to the rest of the
sheet. The topology of the core of this fold is bbba
baba. Nucleotide binding and divalent metal
coordination are achieved by interactions of ATP
with several motifs conserved within the ASKHA
superfamily.57 These conserved motifs include the
ADENOSINE motif that interacts with ribosyl and
the a-phosphoryl group of ATP, the PHOSPHATE
1 motif that interacts with Mg2þ through coordinated water molecules, and the PHOSPHATE 2
motif that interacts with the b and g-phosphoryl
groups of ATP (Figure 5(a)). A modeled active site
of hexokinase predicts that the required divalent
metal cation is not liganded to the protein directly,
but is positioned by coordinated water molecules.58
The mechanism of kinases in this group is presumed to be acid –base catalysis. In hexokinase, an
aspartate residue is the putative catalytic base that
deprotonates the 6-hydroxyl group of glucose.58,59
Group 5: TIM b/a-barrel fold kinases
Group 5 is described by the TIM b/a-barrel fold,
which consists of an eightfold repeat of ba units
that form a closed barrel. The barrel is composed
of an inner layer of eight parallel b-strands of
strand order 12345678 and an outer layer of eight
a-helices (Figure 6(a)). This fold characterizes
many different enzyme families that have

extremely low levels of sequence similarity and
catalyze unrelated reactions.60,61 The active site of
all TIM b/a-barrel enzymes is located at the
C-terminal end of the parallel b-strands. The only
kinase known to adopt this fold is pyruvate kinase,
which has an additional domain inserted at the
C-terminal end of b-strand 3.62 The nucleotidebinding pattern of pyruvate kinase is thought to
be novel.63 The triphosphate tail of the ATP moiety
is held by hydrogen bond interactions with two
arginine residues, an asparagine residue, a lysine
residue, and three metal cations (two Mg2þ and
one Kþ). The adenine ring sits in a pocket that is
bounded by a histidine residue, a proline residue,
and a tyrosine residue. One distinctive feature of
the pyruvate kinase active site is the coordination
of each of the g-phosphoryl peripheral oxygen
atoms to a different inorganic cofactor.63 One of
the magnesium cations is coordinated by the carboxylate groups of an aspartate residue and a
glutamate residue. The other magnesium cation is
not liganded to the protein directly. The potassium
cation is coordinated by the carbonyl group of a
threonine residue, the hydroxyl group of a serine
residue, the carboxylate group of an aspartate
residue, and the carboxyamide group of an asparagine residue. The coordination of the metal
cofactors is detailed in Figure 6(a). The reaction
catalyzed by pyruvate kinase is presumed to be
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direct in-line phosphotransfer via acid – base
catalysis, although the group(s) responsible for the
acid – base catalysis has not been identified. Recent
work suggests the possibility that a proton relay
through a series of conserved residues may be
responsible for acid –base catalysis.63
Group 6: GHMP kinases
The members of the GHMP kinase superfamily
constitute group 6. The GHMP kinase superfamily
was named after its original four members: galactokinase, homoserine kinase, mevalonate kinase,
and phosphomevalonate kinase.64 The crystal
structure of two members of this family, homoserine kinase and mevalonate kinase, have been
solved.65,66 The fold of this group consists of two
a þ b domains, with the active site in the cleft
between the two domains (Figure 6(b)). The
N-terminal domain contains two b-sheets and
four a-helices. The C-terminal domain has a ferredoxin-like core with four additional a-helices. The
nucleotide-binding site resides mostly with the
N-terminal domain. Nucleotide binding is accomplished by a novel P-loop with a conserved PXXXGSSAA motif. The structure of homoserine kinase
revealed the presence of an unusual left-handed
baba unit in the N-terminal domain. The second
ba loop in this unit contains the novel phosphate
binding loop (Figure 6(b)).65 Notably, the
orientation of the ATP is different in the GHMP
phosphate-binding loop than in the classical
Walker A P-loop. A glutamate residue acts to
coordinate the essential magnesium cation. In
homoserine kinase, it has been suggested that the
homoserine hydroxyl group is deprotonated not
by a catalytic base, but by interaction with the
g-phosphate group in a mechanism similar to that
proposed for protein kinases.67 There are four
Pfam/COG members of this group. The links
between the four members are trivial via PSIBLAST.1
Group 7: AIR synthetase (PurM)-like
Two kinases, thiamine-phosphate kinase and
selenide, water dikinase, belong to this group.
Although the structures of these enzymes have
not been solved, the known structure of the
homologous
aminoimidazole
ribonucleotide
synthetase68 (AIR synthetase, PurM) can serve as a
prototype for this group. AIR synthetase has two
a/b domains. The N-terminal domain contains a
mixed four-stranded b-sheet with four a-helices
on one side of the sheet. The C-terminal domain
has a mixed six-stranded b-sheet flanked by seven
a-helices. Four of the b-strands and two of the
a-helices in the C-terminal domain adopt a tertiary
structure and topology that resembles the ferredoxin-like fold. The crystal structure indicates that
this enzyme exists as a dimer, with the active site
likely to be located in a cleft between the two
subunits.68 A sulfate ion is bound in this cleft and
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could indicate a phosphate-binding site, although
not necessarily the ATP-binding site, since both
substrates of AIR synthetase contain a phosphate
group.68 Mutagenesis and affinity-labeling studies
of this enzyme suggest that the ATP-binding site
is located close to the N terminus of the enzyme.69
Thus, it appears that nucleotide-binding is accomplished predominantly by the N-terminal domain
of one subunit in the dimer, while the C-terminal
domain of the opposing subunit binds the second
substrate. A similar situation may be seen in the
kinase members of this family. However, as no
substrate/product complex structure is available
for any member of this group, the exact nucleotide-binding mode is not clear.
Groups 8 –17: kinases with unknown structures
The remaining groups, which account for only
2% of the sequences in our analysis, contain
kinases with unsolved structures. For each group,
Jpred70 was used to generate secondary structural
predictions. On the basis of these predictions, the
majority of these groups are expected to be of the
a/b or a þ b protein classes in SCOP,3 like their
known-structure kinase counterparts, which are
all a/b or a þ b proteins. The exceptions are the
two families in group 8 (dolichol kinase and undecaprenol kinase), which are both predicted to be
composed almost entirely of a-helices. This is not
unexpected, because these are both integral
membrane proteins.
For some of these groups, it is tempting to
predict their fold on the basis of similar substrate
specificities. For example, one might conjecture
that inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate 3-kinase (group
11) and inositol 1,3,4,5,6-pentakisphosphate
2-kinase (group 12) are likely to be members of
group 1, which includes many of the other kinase
participants in the inositol phosphate metabolism
pathway. Similarly, dihydroxyacetone kinase
(group 17) may belong to the ribonuclease H-like
group, which includes glycerol kinase. However,
such links are difficult to establish without the
expected presence of specific conserved motifs
and confirmed active-site residues. Furthermore,
functional links such as these can be misleading.
One such example is pantothenate kinase. Group
14 contains eukaryotic pantothenate kinase
sequences. The solved structure of prokaryotic
pantothenate kinase identifies the enzyme as a
member of the P-loop kinase family.71 However,
due to the lack of sequence identity between the
prokaryotic and eukaryotic versions of this
protein,72 in conjunction with dissimilar secondary
structural predictions, eukaryotic pantothenate
kinase is expected to adopt a fold distinct from
that of its prokaryotic counterpart. Additionally,
two distinct families of glycerate kinase sequences
are found in groups 15 and 16. Although these
proteins have been predicted to have the same
biochemical activity, sequence similarity between
the members of the two groups is not detected.
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Group 15 glycerate kinases are from bacterial
species, primarily of the firmicutes group and of
the gamma subdivision of the proteobacterial
group. Group 16 contains predicted glycerate
kinase sequences from eukaryotes and archaeal
species in addition to several bacterial species.
Most group 16 bacteria are from the alpha subdivision of the proteobacterial group.
Potential active-site components for some of
these groups can be predicted by studying
multiple alignments of the sequences. Conserved
patterns containing several glycine residues and
other small residues are typical of nucleotidebinding motifs. For example, the highly conserved
VPVPGGA motif in tagatose 6-phosphate kinase
(group 13) might be involved in ATP binding (e.g.
gi’ 1168382, residues 176 –182). Furthermore, this
motif is found in the loop between a predicted
b-strand and a-helix. Nucleotide-binding residues
located on ba loops are a theme in kinases. Conserved, positively charged amino acid residues,
especially lysine and arginine, are common in
binding and orienting of the ATP triphosphate
tail. Mg2þ coordination is often accomplished with
a conserved aspartate residue or with another conserved hydroxyl-containing group in the active
site. Other conserved, charged amino acid residues
could be potential catalytic or substrate-binding
residues. Multiple alignments identifying potential
active-site components from two of the kinase
groupings with unknown structures (glycerate
kinase and dihydroxyacetone kinase) are shown in
Figure 7.

Discussion
Common structural mechanisms shared
among kinases
Although all kinases catalyze a similar phosphoryl transfer reaction, they adopt a wide variety
of structural folds. Our current survey cataloged
30 distinct sequence/structure families of kinases.
Of these families, 19, covering 98% of over 17,000
sequences, were further grouped into seven
general fold groups. This classification system
combined with a wealth of kinase structural and
biochemical data enables us to address the question of how these different structural folds accomplish the same chemistry. The common structural
features that influence phosphoryl transfer by
kinases have been reviewed.73 Briefly, all phosphotransfer reactions contain the following three
principal components: binding and orienting the
phosphate donor (ATP); binding and orienting the
phosphate acceptor (substrate); and catalysis of
the chemical reaction.
Nucleotide binding
Several distinct modes of nucleotide binding
have emerged. One recurring theme is that the

nucleotide binds at the C-terminal end of b-strands
and N terminus of a-helices. This is observed in all
Rossmann-like fold families and in the GHMP
family. In three of these families, P-loop kinase,
PEPCK, and GHMP, the connecting loop between
the b-strand and a-helix are extended, forming
the so-called phosphate-binding loop (P-loop) that
wraps around the triphosphate tail of the bound
nucleotide. The glycine-rich nature of these loops
enables them to adopt conformations such that
several main-chain amide groups are all pointed
towards the bound nucleotide. Together with the
positive dipole of the a-helix and some positively
charged lysine or arginine side-chains, a strong
anion hole is created for the binding of the
nucleotide.
The glycine-rich phosphate-binding loops are
observed in families of the protein kinase-like fold
and ribonuclease H-like fold groups. However, in
these cases, the loops are mostly b-hairpin loops
that connect two anti-parallel b-strands. No major
contribution from helix dipoles is involved in
nucleotide binding in these kinase families. However, several b-hairpin loops, such as in the case of
hexokinase (ribonuclease H-like), may congregate at
the active site with their main-chain amide groups
interacting with the phosphate group. In the above
two distinct nucleotide-binding modes, the protein
main-chain interacting with the nucleotide is prominent. This is probably one of the reasons why, for
example, in all Rossmann-fold kinase families, the
ATP moiety binds at roughly the same place.
Nucleotide binding in the ferredoxin-like group
and TIM-barrel group are completely different. No
commonly shared local structural motif is observed
across families. In general, kinases in these two
fold groups use mainly positively charged protein
side-chains to interact with the nucleotide phosphate groups. As discussed before, nucleotide
binding differs greatly between the families of the
ferredoxin-like group, probably as a result of a
lack of interactions with protein backbones.
Binding of phosphoryl acceptor substrates
Binding and orientation of the phosphate-accepting substrate in kinases depends on interactions
between the substrate and strategically placed
active-site residues. The details of such interactions
are, of course, contingent upon the specific activity
of the kinase in question. Extra structural motifs
or domains in addition to the nucleotide-binding
core are usually necessary for the recognition of
the substrate. Since the size and structure of kinase
substrates varies drastically from a small molecule
of a few atoms to a whole protein, the substratebinding motifs also vary significantly. One common phenomenon associated with the substrate
binding is induced conformational changes. In
some cases, such as pyruvate phosphate dikinase
and phosphoglycerate kinase, drastic domain
movements occur in order to bring the substrate
to the active site.20,74 While in other cases, such as
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Figure 7. Amino acid sequence alignment of two kinase groupings with unknown structures. (a) Group 15: glycerate
kinase. (b) Group 17: dihydroxyacetone kinase. The conserved pair of aspartate residues (in bold white letters and
highlighted in red) following the b-strand is reminiscent of the Walker B motif and are potential Mg2þ-coordinating
residues. The C-terminal end of the group 17 proteins is predicted to be composed almost entirely of a-helices and is
therefore unlikely to be the catalytic kinase domain. In these alignments, highly conserved charged residues (highlighted in gray) are potential components in substrate binding or catalysis. Conserved motifs of small residues
(potential nucleotide-binding regions) are highlighted in blue and are in bold white letters. Numbers in square
brackets specify the number of residues in an insert that are not shown, and numbers in parentheses indicate the
position of the first residue on that line.

protein kinase and GHMP kinase family members,
local conformational change such as closing the
loop conformation is sufficient to sequester the
substrate and ensure the transfer of the phosphoryl
group from ATP to the substrate.
Metal binding and catalysis
Almost all kinases require a divalent metal cation in order to function. Mg2þ usually activates
ATP for catalysis by weakening the bond between
the b and g-phosphate groups and assists in
properly orientating the g-phosphate group for
phosphotransfer. Metal cations are usually coordinated by a conserved glutamate, aspartate, or
other hydroxyl-containing residue in the active

site. In some cases, however, the magnesium
cations are positioned by coordinated water
molecules and have no direct liganding to the
enzyme. Several kinases utilize additional metal
cofactors such as a secondary magnesium cation, a
manganese cation, or a potassium cation.30,63,75
There are three main catalytic mechanisms that
are widely used by kinases: transition state stabilization; acid –base catalysis; and ping-pong (or
double displacement) mechanisms. In general,
there is little correlation between the structural
fold group and the mechanism of catalysis utilized.
One example of different mechanisms in the same
fold group includes the ATP-grasp family and the
protein kinase family of group 1. The mechanism
of pyruvate phosphate dikinase of the ATP-grasp
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family involves the reversible phosphorylation of a
histidine residue.18,19 Although the mechanism utilized by protein kinases is currently a matter of
debate, the phosphotransfer reaction in this family
is thought to proceed either via a proposed simultaneous transfer mechanism,15 which falls into the
category of transition-state stabilization, or via
acid –base catalysis. A second example includes
the families of the ferredoxin-like fold group.
Nucleoside diphosphate kinase (NDP) and histidine kinase both utilize ping-pong mechanisms.
Although the possibility of acid – base catalysis
cannot be eliminated in arginine kinase of the
guanido kinase family, the primary factor in the
mechanism of this enzyme appears to be transition-state stabilization and precise substrate
orientation in the active site.50
Within most kinase families, all enzymes usually
utilize the same type of catalytic mechanism. All
protein kinases, for example, are thought to have
similarly catalyzed reactions. However, there are
exceptions to this tendency. In the GHMP family,
for example, the homoserine kinase mechanism is
proposed to proceed via a simultaneous transfer
reaction (transition-state stabilization),67 while the
archaeal shikimate kinase reaction may follow a
ping-pong mechanism.76 In a second example,
reactions catalyzed by P-loop family kinases may
proceed via different mechanisms. Acid – base
catalysis is the probable mechanism of P-loop
enzymes such as phosphoribulokinase and
shikimate kinase for the production of phosphorylated metabolites,27 while UMP/CMP kinase of the
same family has been suggested to utilize a simultaneous transfer mechanism similar to that proposed for protein kinases (transition-state
stabilization).26
Same activity, different fold
There are several cases of the same kinase
activity that exists in unrelated fold families,
reflecting convergent evolution of the same function from different ancestors. For example,
Galperin et al. have identified analogous enzymes
in fructokinase, 6-phosphofructokinase, and
gluconokinase.77 Comparisons of homoserine
kinase, phosphomevalonate kinase, shikimate
kinase,
glucokinase,
1-phosphofructokinase,
uridylate kinase, and pantothenate kinase from
different folds are summarized below.
Homoserine kinase is thus far the only activity to
be found in three distinct fold groups (the protein
kinase family, the HAD-like family, and the
GHMP family). The protein kinase family contains
homoserine kinases from several proteobacterial
species (eubacteria). The GHMP kinase family
includes homoserine kinases from the majority of
eubacteria, from archaebacteria, and from
eukaryotes. The HAD-like family currently contains
only one homoserine kinase isozyme, which is the
bifunctional ThrH from Pseudomonas aeruginosa.38 It
is interesting to note that the same mechanism of cat-
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alysis has been proposed for both the protein kinase
family and the GHMP family (the “synchronous
shift” mechanism). The existence of a HAD-like
homoserine kinase/phosphoserine phosphatase,
however, demonstrates that nature has accomplished this same activity via a completely different
mechanism. Catalysis in the HAD-like homoserine
kinase isozyme is expected to proceed via a phosphoaspartate intermediate similar to the mechanism
employed by the other members of the HAD-like
family. Another surprising feature is homoserine
kinase’s use of the protein kinase fold, which is generally utilized for the accommodation of very large
substrates.
Phosphomevalonate
kinase
(PMK)
and
shikimate kinase (SK) are each found in both the
P-loop kinase family and the GHMP kinase
family.22,76 PMK from higher eukaryotes (including
human, pig, and fruit fly) belong to the P-loop
kinase family. All other identified PMK
sequences (such as those of Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Staphylococcus aureus, and Streptococcus pneumoniae )
are found in the GHMP kinase family. A structure
has not been solved for PMK from either fold
family. SK also contributes members to each of
these two families. The P-loop kinase family includes
primarily eubacterial SK, while the GHMP kinase
family contains archaebacterial SK.76 Currently, the
only SK structure that has been solved is that of
Erwina chryanthemi (eubacteria), which belongs to
the P-loop kinase family.78
Glucokinase is found in both the ribokinase-like
family of the Rossmann-like fold group and the
ribonuclease H-like fold group. Glucokinase from
archaeal species such as Thermococcus litoralis and
Pyrococcus furiosus belong to the ribokinase-like
family. The ribonuclease H-like family contains
glucokinases from eukaryote, eubacterial, and a
few archaebacterial species. Unlike the ATP-dependent ribonuclease H-like glucokinases, the archaeal
glucokinases of the ribokinase-like family are ADPdependent. The modes of nucleotide binding differ
between these two families.
1-Phosphofructokinase can be found in both
the phosphofructokinase-like and ribokinase-like
families. The sequences found in the ribokinaselike family are from bacterial species, while only
human sequences with this activity are found in
the phosphofructokinase-like family. Both of these
families belong to the Rossmann-like group, and
both families are believed to utilize acid – base
catalysis in their reactions. Thus, the core of the
folds and the mechanisms of phosphotransfer are
expected to be similar for 1-phosphofructokinases
from each family. However, because the nucleotide-binding patterns are somewhat different
between these two families, the precise location
and orientation of the bound ATP will most likely
differ between human and bacterial 1-phosphofructokinase.
Uridylate kinase is found in two different
Rossmann-like families. Uridylate kinase from
Leishmania major and S. cerevisiae belong to the
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P-loop kinase family. The structure of yeast
uridylate kinase has been solved.79 Uridylate
kinase sequences in the aspartokinase family are
predominantly from bacterial and archaebacterial
species. Again, since both families are in the
Rossmann-like group, the core of the uridylate
kinase structures will be similar, while specificities
of nucleotide binding will differ between the
uridylate kinase representatives in the two
families.
Pantothenate kinase should provide another
interesting example. Prokaryotic pantothenate
kinase is known to belong to the P-loop kinase
family.71 However, eukaryotic pantothenate kinase,
for which there is currently no solved structure, is
not similar to its prokaryotic counterpart in either
primary sequence72 or in predictions of secondary
structure elements. Thus, the prokaryotic and
eukaryotic versions of this enzyme are likely to differ in fold, in mode of nucleotide binding, and in
catalytic mechanism.
The examples above describe cases in which
nature has developed the same activity in multiple
ways. The opposite situation, in which the same
structural fold is used for many different substrate
specificities, is readily observable as well.
Examples of families in which one structural fold
accounts for kinase activity on many different substrates include the P-loop kinase family, the
ribokinase-like family, and the ribonuclease H-like
family.
Correlation of structural fold with placement in
cellular pathway
One of the few generalities that can be made in
the correlation between structural fold and cellular
pathway is that the protein kinase fold is dedicated
predominantly to cellular signaling. The vast
majority of the members of the protein kinase
family participate in signal transduction. Furthermore, the Rossmann-like fold in kinases is apparently utilized exclusively in metabolic pathways.
However, the types of metabolic pathways that
the kinases participate in vary between each of the
families of the Rossmann-like group. For example,
most kinases in the ribokinase-like family are
involved in carbohydrate metabolism, although a
few do participate in the metabolism of nucleotides
or vitamins and cofactors. The aspartokinase
family, however, has many members that participate in amino acid metabolism, in addition to a
few that are involved in energy metabolism or
nucleotide metabolism. P-loop kinases represent
the Rossmann-like family whose members participate in the widest variety of metabolic pathway
types. While the largest fraction of P-loop kinase
family members participate in nucleotide
metabolism, a substantial number function in the
metabolism of lipids, carbohydrates, amino acid
residues, and multiple other types of molecules.
As a whole, group 2 (Rossmann-like) kinases are
involved in the entire scope of metabolic pathway
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types, including carbohydrate, lipid, amino acid,
nucleotide, cofactor, vitamin, and energy
metabolism.
Kinases of the ferredoxin-like fold group have
evident partialities in terms of pathway type.
Members of the guanido kinases family function
solely in amino acid metabolism, and histidine
kinases are signaling enzymes. The other two
families in this group each contain only one kinase
member: nucleoside-diphosphate kinase functions
in nucleotide metabolism while HPPK participates
in vitamin metabolism pathways.
Although GHMP kinases participate in several
different metabolic pathways, such as carbohydrate, amino acid, and lipid metabolism, their
role in the isoprenoid biosynthesis pathways is
particularly prominent. Notably, members of the
GHMP kinase superfamily (mevalonate kinase,
phosphomevalonate kinase, and mevalonate pyrophosphate decarboxylase) catalyze three consecutive steps in the early mevalonate pathway. One
other GHMP kinase, 4-(cytidine 50 -diphospho)-2C-methyl-D -erythritol kinase, participates in the
recently characterized non-mevalonate isoprenoid
biosynthesis pathway.80 The essentiality of these
enzymes has identified them as potential antibacterial drug targets.81 – 83
Trends in other groups are less evident. Members of the ribonuclease H-like group participate
mainly in carbohydrate metabolism, although a
significant number of kinases are involved in
other types of metabolic pathways as well.
Notably, ATP-grasp and TIM b/a barrel, two of
the most widespread protein folds, are adopted
for only four and one kinase activities, respectively.
However, each family includes participants in
three different types of metabolic pathways (lipid,
carbohydrate, and energy metabolism for ATPgrasp and nucleotide, carbohydrate, and energy
metabolism for TIM b/a-barrel kinases). This may
reflect the overall functional diversity of both folds.
Distribution of kinases across genomes and
fold families
The distribution of kinases from the genomes of
several representative species is shown in Table 2.
The protein kinase (PK) family of group 1 is by far
the largest family in terms of number of sequences
from the non-redundant database. The PK family
contains over half of all the kinase sequences in
our analysis. In the selected representatives of
eukaryotic species (Homo sapiens, Drosophila melanogaster,
Caenorhabditis
elegans,
S. cerevisiae ),
sequences belonging to the PK family account for
between 65% and 85% of all identified kinases in
these genomes. In prokaryotes, however, the twocomponent system (histidine kinase) is the predominant method of signal transduction. This is
reflected by the small number of proteins in the
PK family from the genomes of E. coli and
Methanococcus jannaschii. The non-signaling kinase
groups, which include all families except the
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Table 2. Distribution of kinases in genomes of various organisms
Number of kinase sequences

Homo sapiens
Drosophila melanogaster
Caenorhabditis elegans
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Escherichia coli
Methanococcus jannaschii

Protein kinase family

Non-signaling kinase families

All kinases

% All identified proteins in genome

391
273
473
126
1
2

100
91
76
59
76
29

492
365
549
187
107
31

1.5
2.5
2.7
3.0
2.5
1.8

The non-signaling kinase families include all families except the protein kinase family and the histidine kinase family.

protein kinase family and the histidine kinase
family, contain predominantly metabolic kinases.
For these families, the distribution of kinase
sequences is approximately equal for five of the
six representative species (Table 2). Although the
percentage of metabolic kinases differs between
the organisms, the actual numbers of these
enzymes in each of the representative genomes
are rather similar, ranging from 59 in S. cerevisiae
to 100 in human. Notably, there are only 31 identified kinase genes in M. jannaschii. This may be due
to the smaller genome size of M. jannaschii, as
well as unique aspects of archaeal metabolisms. It
needs to be pointed out that the number of kinases
listed here is far from complete. There are still
many “hypothetical” or non-annotated genes in
each of the complete genomes, and genes coding
for , 70 known kinase activities have not been
identified in any organisms.
In conclusion, we have, for the first time, performed a comprehensive survey of all available
kinase sequences, regarding their evolutionary
relationships, structural fold diversity, and specific
activities. Our sequence and structural classification of all kinase groups should be beneficial to
both experimental and computational biologists.
With this classification system, the function and
mechanism of poorly studied or newly discovered
kinases may be deduced from proteins in the
same family. The common enzymatic and structural mechanisms of kinases may be generalized
for different families or fold groups based on the
framework of the current classification system.
The insights gained from this analysis will further
our understanding of protein structure–function
relationships in general and the evolution of
various kinases in particular.

added, forming a total of 57 kinase profiles (44 from
Pfam and 13 from COG). The hmmbuild and hmmcalibrate programs of the HMMER2 package2 were used to
construct profiles for the 13 COG sequence sets. The
hmmsearch program of the HMMER2 package2 was
then used to assign sequences from the non-redundant
(NR) protein database at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NIH, Bethesda, MD) to the kinase
profiles (E-value cutoff 0.1). Additionally, the GREFD
program of the SEALS package86 was used to extract all
sequences for which the definition line contained the
pattern “kinase”. Three iterations of PSI-BLAST1 were
run for each kinase sequence that was not already
assigned to a profile. Any of these sequences that produced hits (E-value cutoff 0.001) to sequences already
assigned were subsequently placed in those profiles.
The remaining unassigned kinase sequences (sequences
with the word kinase in the definition line that were not
placed in the Pfam/COG kinase profiles) were then filtered manually to remove fragments, non-kinase entries
(e.g. kinase inhibitors), and non-catalytic entries (e.g.
regulatory subunits). Thus, after manual filtering any
remaining entries are considered “true” catalytic kinase
sequences that cannot be assigned to existing kinase profiles by automatic methods with the criteria described
above. These remaining sequences were clustered by
sequence similarity using the GROUPER program (score
cutoff 50, single linkage) of the SEALS package.86
Multiple sequence alignments and secondary structure
predictions were performed on these groups. Further
sequence similarity searches with PSI-BLAST1 were carried out with somewhat relaxed thresholds and their
results were inspected manually. As a result, some of
these initially unassigned groupings could be merged
into existing profiles based on the presence of conserved
catalytic residues and other distinguishing motifs, as
well as matching secondary structure distributions (see
examples in Results), while others were placed into
novel groupings.

Homologous sequence family classification

Methods
Initial groupings of all kinase sequences
A list of all Pfam profiles5 from version 5.4 and COGs
from version 284 that describe catalytic kinase domains
was constructed. For cases in which a COG’s contents
were contained completely within a Pfam profile, the
COG was removed from the list to avoid redundancy.
The reduced list contained 44 Pfam profiles and 12 COG
sequence sets. One COG from version 385 was later

After all the kinase sequences had been assigned to
Pfam/COG profiles or to novel groupings, PSI-BLAST1
was used to detect possible evolutionary links between
these Pfam/COG profiles. Sequences from different
Pfam/COG profiles with statistically significant similarities were identified and assembled into families. In
other words, sequences from each Pfam/COG profile in
the same family usually produce significant PSI-BLAST1
hits to each other. Therefore, homology is inferred to all
sequences in the same family. In most cases, finding
these links was trivial. A trivial link is one that is
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established by three iterations of PSI-BLAST1 with
E-value cutoff 0.001. For orphan Pfam/COG profiles or
sequence groupings, multiple alignments were constructed in order to reveal conserved active-site motifs.
Secondary structure predictions with Jpred70 and manual
inspection of PSI-BLAST1 search results were performed.
In some cases, these orphan groupings can be placed into
existing families with confidence (see Results). Others
were assigned as novel kinase families.
For the purposes of this study, we chose to examine
those enzymes in EC2.7.1.- (phosphotransferases with
an alcohol group as acceptor), EC2.7.2- (phosphotransferases with a carboxyl group as acceptor),
EC2.7.3.- (phosphotransferases with a nitrogenous
group as acceptor), and EC2.7.4.- (phosphotransferases
with a phosphate group as acceptor) of the EC system.
Once the groupings had been made on the basis of the
profile and sequence similarity searches, a handful of
other activities that are not a part of this range fell neatly
into the pre-existing groups. These enzymes were added
to our analysis. These added activities include 4.1.1.32
(phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase-GTP), 4.1.1.49
(phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase-ATP), 2.7.9.1 (pyruvate, phosphate dikinase), 2.7.9.2 (pyruvate, water
dikinase), 2.7.9.3 (selenide, water dikinase), 2.7.6.2
(thiamin pyrophosphokinase), and 2.7.6.3 (7,8-dihydro6-hydroxymethylpterin-pyrophosphokinase). It should
be noted that many of the activities between 2.7.1.- and
2.7.4.- do not have identified sequences and therefore
could not be included in the groupings. Kinase activities
utilizing different phosphate donors, such as 2.7.2.10
(phosphoglycerate kinase (GTP)), were included in our
classification if they were found to belong to a preexisting kinase group. Kinases that do not hydrolyze
ATP and do not belong to existing kinase groups were
excluded intentionally. These excluded kinase activities
include 2.7.1.69 (protein-N(PI)-phosphohistidine-sugar
phosphotransferase) and 2.7.3.9 (phosphoenolpyruvateprotein phosphatase).
Fold group classification
A total of 30 kinase families, containing as few as two
sequences and as many as 9600 sequences, were formed.
Of these kinase families, 19 contained at least one member with a solved structure. These 19 families could be
assembled into seven fold groups on the basis of similarities of structural fold. Families in the same fold
group share structurally similar nucleotide-binding
domains that are of the same architecture and topology
(or related by circular permutation) for at least the core
of the domain. The remaining ten groups are composed
of the 11 families that contain no members with solved
structures.
Distribution of kinase sequences in the
completed genomes
The distribution of kinase sequences in the completed
genomes of several representative species was investigated (Table 2). For each representative genome, the
number of kinase sequences in each of the families was
determined. The hmmsearch program (HMMER22) was
used to assign sequences from the selected genomes to
the 57 kinase profiles (E-value cutoff 0.1). In each family,
any assigned sequences for which the word kinase was
not found in the definition line were identified. BLAST1
was run for each of these potential non-kinase sequences
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in order to identify homologs. Any sequences for which
BLAST results did not indicate that the protein was a
kinase were removed from the profiles. Additionally,
the GREFD program (SEALS86) was used to extract all
entries with the word kinase in the definition line, and
PSI-BLAST1 was used to place any unassigned kinase
sequences into the profiles.
The genomes of H. sapiens†, S. cerevisiae (NC_001133,
NC_001134, NC_001135, NC_001136, NC_001137,
NC_001138, NC_001139, NC_001140, NC_001141,
NC_001142, NC_001143, NC_001144, NC_001145,
NC_001146, NC_001147, and NC_001148), E. coli
(NC_000913), and M. jannaschii (NC_000909) were
obtained from the NCBI (NIH, Bethesda, MD) site.
The D. melanogaster genome (release 2) was downloaded from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project
site‡.
The C. elegans genome (wormpep70) was downloaded
from the Sanger Institute site§.
Multiple alignments were generated using the T-COFFEE program87 and adjusted manually. Ribbon diagrams
of the proteins were drawn using the program MOLSCRIPT.88
Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available by anonymous
ftp at ftp://iole.swmed.edu/pub/kinase/
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